
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
SUPER- ADVANCED RECTIFICATION 
OF BIRTH-TIME ( A unique Ancient 
Science to Help you rectify your 
Birth Time Scientifically): 

 

 
 
Based on Power of (Nakshtras) and 
(Divisional Charts) And ( Dasha) And 
(Transits) PLUS your (Life Events) for 



Best Results!-Rare/Unique and More 
Accurate:       

  
 
 
 

 

Section 1 : Your Current Birth Data: 
 

BTR or birth time rectification SUPER 

ADVANCED(BONUS) 
 

email id 
abc@gmail.com 
Month of birth 
9 
dob 



3 
year of birth 
1977 
time of birth 
first name 
ABC 
middle name 
 
last name 
xyz 
Time  Now Known and Time range is from 7 AM to 2 
PM 
minutes of birth 
23 
hour of birth 
22 
place of birth 
Sydney 
State 
- 
country 
Australia 
myTextBox value is = 
date of birth:  
EVENTS 
Place of birth: Sydney -Australia 
Time of birth not known, except in the morning 
hours (? Between7 AM  to 2 PM). 
date of first job: 2 august  1986, as a government 
sales person . 
date of marriage: July 1990 
date of birth of first child: 25/June /1993. 
date of birth of second child (daughter): 
12/12/1995. 
date of travel  to USA : 1 Jan 2000. 
Month of birth1 
 



======> 
Thursday, Oct 29, 2020,  at 9:58 PM prashna 
Dow= Thursday  = 3 
//............... 
Dear Mr. Arjun Punditji, 
 
 
With regards to education, done PHD of University, 
after finishing post-graduation. Subjects was 
mathematics. Ist class in masters. 
 
Thank you very much,   
xyz 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Section 2 : What is the Lagna and 

Time Range- LAGNA corrections 

 



===Dob  25/8/1976  Australia 

Sydney . 7 AM to 2 PM 

 

7 AM lagna 

 
 
 

2 PM lagna 
 
 



 
 
 

So you have  4 5 6 7 or cancer  Leo 

Virgo and Libra lagna possible. 

     0’ 

Venus1     Venus 2 

 Mars     Jupiter  

sun     mercury 
 

Category A 
Mental: 

One may find them more than average ambitious , also 

warm hearted and basic liking for art literature and 

music. 

One may generally find them cheerful or happy. 

Physical  



Generally Broad  shoulders and magnetic appearance as 

such. 

Biliousness in nature and generally oval faced. 

Average height. 

Upper part of the body better formed than lower. 

General 

 Are adaptable, have faith and affection.  

May be orthodox in religion but can accept other faiths as 

well. 

May love music , art, and literature, 

Slightly philosophical and struggle all over life. 

May get in conflict with bosses if working 

Nervous system needs care. 

 
Mental: 

 One may find them more than normal impulsive, also 

emotional, and fond of learning. 

Yes music and fine arts also they may love. 

Yes lack of confidence is there. 

Could be methodical 

With active minds. 

 

Physical  

Middle sized , chest wither strong or to the other extreme 

weak 

They have straight nose and cheeks and a large 

forehead. 

 

General 

They show their intelligence when they are younger. 

Beter discrimination. But also emotional and could get 

carried away easily by impulse. 



Cautious in regard to their own interest, also prudent 

economical and also shrewd in situations . 

If they write books( just a  condition) they may do well in 

physical sciences and chemistry  etc. 

They can acquire much power and influence over others. 

Nervous break down is a high chance or GOD forbid 

paralysis. Just an indication. 

 
 

Category B 
Mental: 

 One may find them more than normal impulsive, also 

emotional, and fond of learning. 

Yes music and fine arts also they may love. 

Yes lack of confidence is there. 

Could be methodical 

With active minds. 

 

Physical  

Middle sized , chest wither strong or to the other extreme 

weak 

They have straight nose and cheeks and a large 

forehead. 

 

General 

They show their intelligence when they are younger. 

Beter discrimination. But also emotional and could get 

carried away easily by impulse. 

Cautious in regard to their own interest, also prudent 

economical and also shrewd in situations . 

If they write books( just a  condition) they may do well in 

physical sciences and chemistry  etc. 

They can acquire much power and influence over others. 



Nervous breakdown is a high chance or GOD forbid 

paralysis. Just an indication. 

 
 

Category C 
 

Mental: 

Generally they are idealistic, also quick witted, forceful, 

and also positive. 

Physical  

They have fair complexion, middle sized stature/ 

Lot of phlegm in the system. 

Good appearance. 

Fine eyes and broad faced. 

Generally Look Youthful 

General 

Generally good looks. 

Good at observing Humna behaviour. 

Good reason and foresight and their own view of things. 

They love justice ( Libra) and also peace and order and 

are generally agreeable. 

They may not be realistic and build castles in air. May not 

eb sensitive to what others say to them. 

They have good zeal and enthusiasm and may tend to go 

for political or social reform , even if mild terms. 

Zeal could go high, and they may force their way on 

others. 

May not easily listen to reason. 

Would love music and also truth and honesty means a lot 

to them. 

 

 



 

 
 

  
 

 

 

Section 3: What is the lagna and 

Time Range- NAKSHATRA  

corrections 

 
Please again Give the category wise % 

percentage fit of the description below? 



//………………………………… 
Dear Mr. Arjun Punditji,  
 
For ABC , the below applies, in my opinion: 
Category B - 85 % fit. 
Category A - 40 % fit.  
Category C - 20 % fit. 
 
Thank you very much,  
Xyz. 

 

Category A 
They  are attractive, wealthy and could have several 

mates 

They  could be generous and proud 

They  could have sensual nature and are beautiful 

They  are intelligent and talented in business 

They  are skilled with hands and are humanitarian 

They  could be intuitive and have mystical powers 

 

Category B 
They   could be likeable social and entertaining 

They  could be attractive ,sensitive and artistic 

They  could be respected and eloquent in speech 

They  could be fond of travel 

They  might be humanitarian – serving the public 

Category c 
They  could have a strong ego – engaged in variety of 

pursuits 

They  could be wealthy- and live away from birth place 

They  could be fond of colourful clothes and jewellery 

They  could have an expressive nature and we graceful 



They  could have a desire for  spiritual liberation and be 

honest 
Category B = 70%. 
Category A = 10%. 
Category C = 20%. 

constellation = 10 degrees to 23:50 Libra 

 

 
 

   
 
 
 

 

Section 4: What is the lagna and 

Time Range-SUB  NAKSHATRA  

corrections 
 
 

Dear Mr. Arjun Punditji, 
 
Namaste. 



 
The rankings are as follows: B - 95%, D - 10%, A - 25%, C - 
5%. 
 
Thank you very much, 
Xyz. 

 
 

 

 
 

Section 5: Cross Check By Anka 

Nadi  corrections 
 
13:20 to 16 40 Virgo 

 



//………………………………………………………
……………….. 

8 
dob 
22 
year of birth 
1976 

      Sydney, Australia  
Dow= 6= Thursday 

//………………………………………………………

………………. 
Range = 13:20 to 16 40 Virgo 

 
Horoscope 1 
 



 
 
Time lower bound =  

>13:20 Virgo  degrees= around 10:40 
AM 
 

 
 



//………………………………………………………
…………………….. 

Horoscope 2 
 

 

 
 

Time upper bound =  
>16 40 Virgo degrees  = around 
10:50:30 AM 



//………………………………………………………
……………. 

Method 1 =  
 It is taken the previous day 
Jupiter house number is there =3 

 
Jupiter is the hour number 

 
For lower bound = Venus 
Upper bound = ketu 

 
40-44 = 6=Venus 
44-48= mercury 

48-52= ketu 
 

Jupiter has  an aspect on Moon Lagna, so 
hour is OK. also Jupiter very strong 
Also ketu has aspect on lagna. 

 
10: 44-48 AM seems OK  
 

Method 2=  
Mercury has a strong influence  and so doe s 
rahu and ketu. 

Lagna  is mercury so OK. 
Mercury  in pushya s Saturn , name number 

Ketu is in Rohini = ruled by Moon 
Moon is in Pushya ruled by ketu. So strong 
ketu influence has to be there 

But more of mercury 
 
 

 



After a lot of iterations we got the above 

  

 
What do other numbers say 

 
 
ABC XX.     
 
20 July 1956 
Dow= Friday 
 
===================================
================================ 
UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 34 
 the name 1 is  
UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 22 
 the name 2 is  
UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 24 
 the name 3 is   
7x 22 x 6= 35= 8= saturn 
----------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
===================================
================================ 
 
 



 

Section 6: What does the d24 say   

corrections 
 
 

 With regards to education, PHD with 
specialization in Mathematics. In done in year 
1999 

 
 August  25, 1976 

 
 Sydney, Australia  

 
 Dow=6= Friday 

 10: 44 to 48 AM seems OK  



 
 

D20 at 10:44 AM 
 

 This d20 suggest no Higher education, but  

that is there. So we will ignore this. 
 

 



 
D20 at 10:48 AM 

 
 Moon the lagna lord is weak in 3rd bhava 

with Saturn. So break in education and this 

matches better 
 Jupiter is strong in 12th, so basic learnings 

or even may be for dharma related studies  
may continue 

 Also saturn is for science subjects.as 

mentioned by you. 
 
Conclusion: 

 As the same d24 is form 10:45:30 to 
10:48, so this is the time range 

 So the next level fine tuning is by d60   

 
 
 



 
Section 7: What does the d60 say   

corrections  
 

 As the same d24 is from 10:45:30 to 
10:48, so this is the time range 

 
1)10:45:30 lagna 
 
 

 15:04:23 Virgo 
 D60 = 15x2 + 1 = 31 Units d60 even sign  

10:45  to 10:46:50 = Range found actually  
 
2)10:48 lagna 
 
 

 15:51:55 Virgo 
 D60 = 15x2 + 1+1 = 32 Units d60 even sign  

 
 

1) Dealer of electronics good, cosmetics, house hold 
goods, & decorators or at least have interest at 
least. 

2) Prosperous, may deal in medicine ,medical or 
pharmacy or shops or at least  have interest at 
least  

 
//……………………………. 



Dear Mr. Arjun Pundit Ji - 

 

The rankings are: 

 

1. Dealers of cosmetics, household goods and decorators 

- approx. 70% 

2. Prosperous, deal in medicine, medical or pharmacy - 

approx. 30% 

 

Thank you, 

Xyz. 
 
 

 

Section 8: What does the Life 

events-d1 and some divisional 

charts checked for sanity( some of 
them as a sample tested) 

 

9:45  to 9:59 = Range found actually  



Let’s take 11:37 as start time and then look at any 
feedback 
 
 

 date of first job: august  1986, as a government 
sales . 

 date of marriage: 25/June/1988. 
 date of birth of first child: 25/12/1999. 
 date of birth of second child): 3/07/2002 
 date of migration to Australia to USA 1 Jan 

2000. 
 
 
 date of first job: 25/June/1988, as a 

government sales .      
 Venus – Saturn sub  period running for 

you 
 Saturn rules your 5 and 6th bhava and  is 

in 3rd bhava( this deals with 
communicatiosn as well), with rahu. 

  3rd house deals with communication , so 
sales  fits in   

 Rahu there karaka for manipulation and media, 
so handles or delas with sales - as Rahu is also 
vata or smoky and diplomatic planet ..much 
needed skills for media industry.(Journalism is a 
part of it) 

 Rahu is close by Saturn  
 

  In d10 Saturn ruling 4/5 and is in 10th 
bhava of career. 

 4th bhava is public image. 
 So connects to the event happened on the 

career front    
 BONUS for you( as we have derived a 

ton from personality and other 
events, the below analysis is just 
additional to help you) 



 
 date of marriage: 25/June/1988. 
 Mars  – Saturn sub period running 
 Almost mars sub sub  period running at it 

activates 7th bhava in the d9 chart for 
marriage 

 Mars is with Jupiter in 2nd bhava of family 
, so indicates towards family life changes 

  
 date of birth of first child: 

25/12/1999. 
  It is the sun rahu period. Venus  sits with 

Saturn and Saturn is lord of 5th bhava of 
children. 

  So chance o child birth is there. 
 In d7, rahu activates 3rd  bhava of family 

enhancement and also 4th bhava as 
mercury the lord of 4th aspected. 

 Sub sub period is again rahu. So rahu has 
a strong influence on you. Rahu could 
create issues in delivery or mental stress 
issues to the child.  

 
 
 date of birth of second child 

3/07/2002. 
  Sub period of Venus  Jupiter and Jupiter 

is in 12th bhava aspect to 4th bhava of 
family and Jupiter is karaka for child. 

 In d7 Jupiter is lord of 7 and 10th and in 
5th bhava of child, so clear indication of 
child birth 

 Again as earlier rahu sub sub period 
running, as discussed earlier rahu is for 
family growth and children. 

 date of migration to Australia to USA: 
1 Jan 2000. 



 Moon – rahu  period 
 Moon rules travel in general 
 In d1 mercury is lord of 2 and 8 and is in 

11th bhava, with 12 bhava lord for travel 
sun in close conjunction. So travel is a 
high chance 

 Sub sub period is Moon mercury and rahu 
 Rahu is karaka for foreign travel, so is 

mercury connected with sun the lord of 
12th and also moon karaka for travel and 
change. So all contribute to this 

 From moon chart rahu is in 12th bhava, so 
travel is a high chance. With Saturn the 
lord of 4th in 12th bhava. so foreign stay 
etc.:) 

 
 

 

 

 

Section 8 CONCLUSION: 
 

The given major events match with the rectified birth 

chart and with reference to matching these events; 

the rectified birth time could be the correct one. 
 



 The rectified ascendant and 
time = Libra 12 degrees 4 
minutes 21 seconds 

 so that means time is 12:23 
AM 

 
 

 

Birth time is generally before the recorded 

time as there is a delay in recording and letting 
the parents know. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

All this would help you in naadi and other 
predictions. 



 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail 
Id Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 

 
 


